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Research results already after two years of work include:
1. A clear concise definition of 4th Generation District Heating as integrated smart thermal
grids in future sustainable energy systems
2. The role of district heating and district cooling in the current system, in future energy
systems and in the balance between energy savings and supply systems.
3. Denmark is at the forefront of the development of district heating. The centre provides
methods and tools to quantify the role of district heating.
4. 4DH has established district heating as an important research field by:
• Publishing a series of peer‐reviewed papers in internationally recognized
journals
• Conducting large international and Danish conferences and seminars
• Conducting PhD seminars and courses open to other PhD fellows and industry
• By training 12 PhDs to become researchers focused on district heating
• By hosting PhDs and scholars from other Universities at the Centre
5. Establishment of a large number of spin‐off Danish and European research and
demonstration projects
6. Technology transfer from the Danish context to the European and Chinese contexts by
providing the first thermal heat atlas for Europe and the first quantification of the role of
district heating in Europe and in China.
7. District heating education: Academic books and papers used in teaching and Master
students in university education programmes making dedicated student projects within
district heating.
8. Re‐engineering district heating to low‐temperature district heating by showing concrete
cases and concepts
9. Quantifying how district heating fits into current and future scenarios for Denmark,
Europe and China, i.e., how low‐temperature district heating, renewable energy and
energy savings can make more efficient solutions than the alternatives









































In Heat Roadmap Europe (HRE), the principals developed under the 4DH project have been
applied at an EU level to demonstrate how district heating can reduce the cost of a low‐
carbon EU energy system by €100 billion per year (EU‐EU vs. HRE‐EE below). HRE is the first
study on the EU27 scale which combines geographical mapping of energy demand and
supply in unprecedented detail with detailed energy system modelling of the European heat
supply.
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